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US History SLO Game 
2018 

13. What document sets 
up the US government and 

our rules? 

ò The Constitution 

2. What is an area under 
control of  a far away 

country? 

ò Colony 

8. What did 
Europe trade 
with Africa? 

ò Manufactured goods like guns 

5. How did European 
interaction affect Native 

Americans? 

ò New food, stole their land, 
disease, killed them, etc.  

27. Why did the Natives 
finally agree to move onto 

reservations?   

ò Buffalo disappear  
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7. What colonies did lots 
of  whaling, shipbuilding, 

and trade? 

ò New England 

22. What event was when 
pro-slavery men caused 

riots and voted? 

ò Bleeding Kansas 

10. What document was 
the United States breaking 

up with Great Britain? 

ò Declaration of  Independence  

1. What type of  
government is the US? 

ò Democratic Republic 

12. What group held 
protests and riots during 

the American Revolution? 
(and were maybe terrorists) 

ò Sons of  Liberty  

35. What period means 
rebuilding the country 

after the Civil War? 

ò Reconstruction 
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14. Why did people want a 
Bill of  Rights? 

ò They didn’t trust the gov’t to 
protect their rights 

16. How is the 
Constitution “living”? 

ò We can amend it 

18. The following are 
popular ______ ______ 

today: democrat, 
republican, communist, 

green party.  

ò Political Parties 

11. What side in the 
American Revolution were 

better trained? 

ò Redcoats or Britain 

19. What term means 
“America was supposed to 

spread from coast-to-
coast”? 

ò Manifest Destiny 

9. Taxes like the Stamp 
Act, Tea Act, and Sugar 

Act led to… 

ò The American Revolution  
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20. Why did so many 
people move to California? 
And when did they move? 

ò Gold Rush 

ò 1849 

33. What stated everyone 
had to help catch runaway 

slaves? 

ò Fugitive Slave Act  

15. How does the 
Constitution try and make 
sure no one has too much 

power? 

ò Sets up 3 Branches of  
Government 

37. How were African 
Americans usually treated 

in the North? 

ò L , segregation, discrimination, 
racism, couldn’t vote, etc. 

6. Explain what’s different 
between indentured 
servants and slaves: 

ò Indentured servants sign a 
contract for a certain number of  

years 

ò Slaves are forced into slavery for 
life 

21. What is the Trail of  
Tears? 

ò Forcing the Natives to move off  
their lands 
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31. Who’s strategy was to 
“play defense” during the 

Civil War? 

ò The South  

4. What type of  sources 
are the best to use? Why? 

ò Primary Sources- more reliable, 
they were actually there, etc.  

29. Who had greater 
numbers during the Civil 

War? 

ò The Union  

24. When were these items 
invented: telegraph, steam 

engine, railroad? 

ò Industrial Revolution 

3. What are some reasons 
people started exploring? 

ò Money, spices, power, 
land, learning new 

stuff, spreading religion 

17. Federal, State, and 
Local are _____s of  

government.  

ò Levels 
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25. What made the need 
for slaves increase? 

ò Cotton Gin 

28. Slavery, sectionalism, 
and differences between 

the North and South (like 
industry) led to… 

ò The Civil War 

30. Who was fighting for 
their homes during the 

Civil War? 

ò The Confederacy  

32. What movement 
wanted to end slavery? 

ò Abolitionists  

34. What did the 
Emancipation 

Proclamation do?  

ò Freed slaves in the Rebel States 

23. What means a change 
from farmed-based to 

factory-based? 

ò Industrial Revolution 
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36. What era was when 
people were trying to keep 

blacks from using their 
rights? 

ò Jim Crow Era 

26. What did the 
Transcontinental Railroad 

end? 

ò American Frontier  


